Quick Licks
By Rob Nockowitz
Santorella
Any working guitarist will benefit from the numerous licks and can draw on this information as needed in an encyclopaedic fashion.
70665: $15.95

Alternative Rock Licks
By Rob Nockowitz
Santorella
A great collection of popular licks for the gigging musician. Need a classic rock lick? Just turn to the Classic Rock section and transpose one of the licks to any key and use it!
70660: $15.95

Chords And Progressions
By Jared Walker
Santorella
Contains all the chords you need to play rock, pop, blues, country & folk. Plus chord progressions to play for mastering the guitar quickly.
70653: $15.95

Basic Guitar Chords – Case Style
Santorella
Contains all the basic chords that you will need. Includes photos of fingers on the neck and simple fretboard diagrams.
OGB050: $9.95

Portable Guitar Chords
Santorella
70650: $15.95

Guitar Case Chord Guide
Santorella
69631: $15.95

Both books have similar content, but different covers for Electric and Acoustic Guitar

The Very Best – Guitar Case Books
Only $10.95 each
MBF556: VERY BEST GUITAR SCALES
MBF559: VERY BEST GUITAR CHORD BOOK
MBF561: VERY BEST GUITAR BLUES
MBF566: GUITAR CHORD INVERSIONS
Big Guitar Chord Books

Chord Chemistry
Santorella
A theoretical and practical approach to chord construction in standard notation and guitar tablature for the intermediate to advanced guitar player. 160 pages.
69149: $28.95

12,000+ Guitar Chords
Santorella
Over 350 pages of chords, including an entire chapter dedicated to technique and methodic essentials for all guitarists. Every imaginable chord in every imaginable inversion.
17700: $39.95

7488 Guitar Chords
By Jay Arnold
One of the most popular Guitar Chord Books of all time. 34 types of chords in all keys, fully explaining the resources of the fingerboard. Comb bound so that each page lies flat. Over 200 pages.
E042: $47.95

Guitar Picture Chords
Santorella
A reference manual containing photos and diagrams of useful chords in various positions on the fretboard. 160 pages
69107: $28.95

Deluxe Photo Chords For The Guitar
Santorella
Over 350 pages of chords in tablature in an easy-to-read format. This great chord book includes photos of the guitarist's hand on the fretboard in each of the 1050 chords depicted in every imaginable inversion.
11710: $39.95

Beginners Guitar Chords
Santorella
A dictionary of basic guitar chords. Early pages include explanations and diagrams that will help to familiarise you with the guitar, how to hold it, tune it and create chords.
68650: $17.95

The Very Best Guitar Chords
By Charles Amore.
- FRAMES
- MUSIC NOTES
- DIAGRAMS
- TAB
Includes practice songs in notation and TAB: Amazing Grace; Scarborough Fair; House of the Rising Sun & Morning Has Broken
B707: $15.95

Getting Started on your Guitar with CHORDS & STRUMS
It's the easy way to play. Strumming Styles, Rock & Roll and Boogie Patterns. Practice songs plus lots of chords and fingerings
B704: $15.95 32 pages

How to Play Over 1000 Guitar Chords
Easy to read diagrams in every key. Chords & Practice Songs plus special easy to read chord chart.
B701: $15.95 28 pages
**Folk Songs For Guitar From Near And Far**
*By Allan Alexander ADG*

A wonderful collection of pieces from around the world. Some you will recognise and others will be new to you. The book is in two sections, the first being the music in standard notation and the other in tablature.

**ADG129CD:** $34.95 Bk/CD

---

**Guitar Festival Vol.2**
*By Joep Wanders.*

Play along with tunes on the CD in various styles: Ragtime; Rock Ballad; Latin; Pop; Fusion; Samba; Salsa; Funk; World Music and others.

**BVP1735:** $33.95 Book/CD

Also available

**BVP1731:** Vol.1 $31.95

---

**Salsa - Guitar**

14 pieces in Salsa style by Joep Wanders. You can play along with a Latin/Salsa orchestra using the CD, which has full performance plus play along tracks. All compositions can be played without the CD, as solo pieces. Standard notation only.

**BVP1740:** $31.95 Bk/CD

---

**Memorias de España - Guitar**

17 Spanish Pieces (Grade 3/4) by Joep Wanders. Play along to the CD, with among others, the following pieces: Soleares, Bolero, Alegría, Pasodoble, Granadinas and many more... All compositions can be played without the CD as solo pieces. Standard notation only.

**BVP1738:** $31.95 Bk/CD

---

**Ultra Smooth Jazz Grooves**
*By Frank Villafranca & Andrew Gordon.*

A collection of smooth Jazz grooves and melodies, creating an exciting Jazz study series for beginner to advanced musicians. On each of the 20 CD tracks, the groove is separated into three melodic ideas.

**Guitar: ADG126CD:** $32.95 Bk/CD

---

**Eight Concert Rags for Guitar**

Eight Scott Joplin Rags arranged and meticulously fingered for Guitar by Allan Alexander. The music is presented in standard notation only. A performance CD is also included.

**ADG123CD:** $34.95

---

**Easy Wedding Favourites For Classical Guitar**
*Robert Tarchala Santorella*

Every piece is written for fingerstyle guitar and in both standard notation and tablature. Includes: Bridal Chorus, Wedding March, Pachelbel’s Canon, Air from 'The Water Music Suite’, Romanza (Anonymous), Wedding Day (Grieg), Trumpet Voluntary & Trumpet Tune, Spring from 'The Four Seasons', Gymnopedie No. 1 (Satie), Ode to Joy (Ludwig van Beethoven), Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring, Two Minuets & Sleepers’s Awake by Johann Sebastian Bach.

**GP2012:** $17.95

---

**FREE FINGERSTYLE – For Steel-String & Classical Guitar**
*By Joep Wanders Broekmans & van Poppel*

An introduction to Finger-Picking, Folk, Country and Ragtime. Starting with the basics to understanding this style, there are 30 pieces and short exercises included. The music is presented in both standard notation and tablature to increase the accessibility. The CD included, contains recordings of all the pieces in the book, with the up-tempo pieces also played in a slower tempo as well.

**BVP1742:** $37.95

---

**Flatpicking Celtic Guitar**
*By Allan Alexander ADG*

Four centuries of Celtic Music for Guitar. Twenty three pieces presented in both tablature and standard notation. Includes a full performance recording.

**ADG132CD:** $34.95 Bk/CD

---

**Guitar Fun for Kids**

Features three easy ways to play! Play by Chords; Standard Notation; Tablature. Over twenty children’s favourites. Each song is complete with chord diagrams, standard notation, tablature and lyrics.

**TS208:** $15.95
Piano

Let’s Begin
By Debra Wanless
Mayfair
Musical discovery for young beginners. Primer books to the Leila Fletcher Piano Course. Primer A is a non-staff edition for young students, as requested by many teachers.
Primer A LF040: $12.95
Primer B LF042: $12.95

Let’s Begin – Creative Learning Level A
By Debra Wanless
Mayfair
Creative ideas for parents, teachers and students in the beginning years of study. A pack of 25 handout pages encompassing five specific music study components.
LF070: $10.95

Theory Fun Book 3
By Debra Wanless
Mayfair
The latest addition to The New Leila Fletcher Library. 50 pages – Elementary games and theory for young students. Following on from Theory Fun Books 1A to 2B.
LF024: $16.95
Also available
1A – LF015: 1B – LF016: $15.95 each
2A – LF017: 2B – LF018: $15.95 each

We Like To Play Piano Solos
By Leila Fletcher
Mayfair
Two volumes of piano solos selected by Leila Fletcher. Each volume is 48 pages.
Book One LF011: $15.95
Book Two LF012: $15.95

First Teacher’s Classics – Easy Piano
Arranged by Jan L. Harrison
Santorella
16 popular classics arranged for easy piano. Includes; Clair De Lune; Fur Elise; Ode To Joy; Rondo Alla Turca; Waltz Of The Flowers.
TS346: $15.95

Matinee Jazz
By Debra Wanless
Mayfair
From the New Leila Fletcher Library, a collection of 22 late elementary Jazz piano solos. Includes a play-along CD.
LF039: $26.95 Bk/CD

Major Scale Book
By Millie Minas
Mayfair
A new addition to The New Leila Fletcher Library, edited by Debra Wanless. 32 pages and includes written exercises.
LF065: $15.95

100 Ultimate Blues Riffs For Piano/Keyboards (The Beginner series)
By Andrew Gordon
ADG
An exhaustive guide to introduce beginner students to the various phrases or riffs that make up Blues piano playing, both from a rhythmic and soloing standpoint.
ADG133CD: $32.95 Bk/CD

Outta Sight Funk & R’n’B Riffs For Piano/Keyboard
By Andrew Gordon
ADG
Improve your playing technique with a wide range of riffs & grooves. Each of the 55 examples has been recorded three times on the CD, with rhythm tracks, including slowed down tracks.
Piano/Keyboard: Bk/CD
ADG130CD: $32.95
Also available
Bass: ADG112CD: $32.95 Bk/CD
Drums: ADG115CD: $32.95 Bk/CD

World Famous Piano Pieces
Twenty of the very best piano solos, arranged by Debra Wanless. Includes: Air on the G String; Chopsticks; Clair de Lune; Moonlight Sonata; The Entertainer; Music Box Dancer; Fur Elise and lots more.
B703: $15.95

Beethoven’s Top Ten
For Easy to Play Piano arranged and selected by Debra Wanless. Contains; Allegro Con Brio; Farewell to the Piano; Moonlight Sonata; Fur Elise; Ode to Joy; Pathetique Sonata; Scherzo; Symphony No.5; Turkish March & Minuet in G
B702: $15.95 32 pages
Keyboard Kids – A Complete Piano Method

Carolyn Carson
Santorella

The Keyboard Kids series fills a void in piano teaching by emphasizing material that is suitably designed for the primary grades. This unique method works together, creating flexible and adaptive lessons that are clear and concise. Each lesson supports the Kodaly genre of teaching notes & rhythms by using words & music in short, four measure lines to teach basic concepts. Carolyn Carson’s Keyboard Kids approach is proven to be successful with a broad range of students including autistic children.

Book 1 TS201: $17.95
Book 2 TS202: $17.95
Workbook TS200: $15.95
Complete Set (Books 1 & 2 plus Workbook) TS203: $47.95

Keyboard Kids - Flash Cards
Edited by Craig Stevens
Santorella

Size 5.5 x 8.5 inches. Three sets of cards published on heavy card stock and bound into book form, with all the cards being perforated for easy removal. The cards are arranged progressively, integrating beginning concepts for the novice in volume 1, to more advanced concepts in volumes 2 and 3. There are 40 cards in each volume.

Deck 1 TS224: $17.95
Deck 2 TS225: $17.95
Deck 3 TS226: $17.95

Deeply Performance Series

J900: Music Box Dancer (Frank Mills) $12.95
J901: Fur Elise (Beethoven) $10.95
J902: Chopsticks (De Lulli) $10.95
J903: Black Hawk Waltz (Walsh) $10.95
J904: Pathetique Sonata (Beethoven) $10.95
J905: Flight of the Bumblebee (Rimsky-Korsakov) $12.95
CD features recordings in both a Slow and Fast version.

J907: The Entertainer (Joplin) $10.95
J908: Canon in D (Pachelbel) $10.95
J909: Wedding March (Mendelssohn) $10.95
J910: Danny Boy $10.95
J911: Falling Waters (Truax) $10.95
J912: Ave Maria (Schubert) $10.95
J913: Moonlight Sonata (Beethoven) $10.95
J914: Humoureske (Dvorak) $10.95
J915: Peter Piper (Frank Mills) $12.95
J916: Clair de Lune $10.95
J917: Last Rose of Summer/Love Thee Dearest $12.95
J918: Maple Leaf Rag (Joplin) $10.95
Manuscript Books

Guitar Manuscript Book
Axis Music
Staff Lines – Tablature – Chord Boxes (24 pages 215mm x 100mm)
33624: $2.95

Guitar Tablature Book
Axis Music
Tablature only, plus lyric lines (24 pages 215mm x 100mm)
33824: $2.95

Guitar Tab Manuscript Book
Mayfair
9x12 inches, 32 pages. Tablature only With lyric lines.
33601: $7.95

Guitar Manuscript Book
Mayfair
9 x 12 inches, 32 pages. Tablature, Standard Notation and Chord Grids.
33600: $7.95

First Place Music Writing Paper – Book
Santorella
12 stave, music writing book. 64 pages (spiral bound)
HM001: $9.95

First Place Music Writing Paper - Book
Santorella
10 stave, music writing book. 64 pages (saddle stitched binding, with each page perforated)
HM002: $7.95

First Place Music Writing Book
Santorella
Half size, 64 page, 6 stave music writing book. Includes a 26 week practice record with a weekly lesson planner (spiral bound)
HM004: $9.95

Keyboard Kids Wide Line Manuscript Book
Santorella
4 stave, wide line manuscript book for the younger student. 6"x9" with 64 pages, perforated.
TS205: $5.95

Sheet Music

MUSIC BOX DANCER – Classical Guitar Solo
By Frank Mills
Mayfair
MB008 $7.95
Also available
Piano Solo MB001: $8.95
Big Note Piano Solo MB004: $7.95
Easy Piano Solo MB002: $8.95
Piano Duet MB007: $7.95

JD03: At Last $9.95
JD03: Over The Rainbow $9.95
JD05: Lean On Me $9.95
JD01: Waltzing Matilda $6.95
Instrumental Books

The Latin Saxophone Soloist
By Gabriel Rosati & Darrow Hunt
ADG
An extensive study into various Latin saxophone styles. 50 exciting examples with separate transcriptions for both Alto & Tenor Sax, from the CD.
ADG121CD: $32.95 Bk/CD

American Folk Music For Flute
By Jessica Walsh
ADG
68 tunes that can be played on flute alone, or with piano, guitar or any chord instrument (chord symbols included). Piano Accompaniment is available for download. The CD contains a complete performance of all 68 tunes, plus a play along recording.
ADG127CD: $32.95 Bk/CD
Also available
Recorder: ADG118CD: $32.95 Bk/CD

Ultimate Rock Drumming BK/DVD
By Neal Busby & Brad McNeice
Mayfair
Ultimate Rock Drumming by Jim McCall is the ultimate guide for learning the beats and fills used in today’s music. There are over 16,000 possible rhythmic possibilities that will be explored when studying this book. Ultimate Rock Drumming addresses all the different elements of rock & roll including R&B, Shuffles, 12/8 Blues, Pop, Country, Latin and Rock.
ADG135: $37.95 DVD BK/DVD

Santorella Singles Packs
Santorella Singles, Volume 1, a remarkable collection of the six titles
Pachelbel’s Canon In D • Bach’s Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Scott Joplin’s Entertainer Beethoven’s Fur Elise • Ode to Joy • Moonlight Sonata

All six arrangements are beautifully packaged in an attractive “band type” folder and if sold separately, these arrangements are valued in excess of $70. We are now offering them all, in pure form, for just $47.95. All arrangements are sold separately.
SANTORELLA SINGLES FOR FLUTE TS102: $47.95
SANTORELLA SINGLES FOR ALTO SAX TS103: $47.95
SANTORELLA SINGLES FOR TRUMPET TS101: $47.95
Reference Books

The Business Of Teaching Music
(The Private Music Studio)
By Sandi Siemens
Mayfair
A comprehensive guide designed to help the music teacher who is starting a music business as well as the experienced music teacher who is looking to improve the management of their music business. One of Sandi’s students was Michael Buble.
SS500: $47.95

Making Music Come Alive
By Nancy Telfer
Mayfair
This book provides piano teachers with practical and creative solutions to common problems related to teaching. The topics provide ideas to assist both new and experienced teachers from the moment that the repertoire is chosen through to the final performance. 140 pages.
NT501: $47.95

Big Value Piano Collections

Hooked on the Very Best Piano Classics
45 Great Classics. 224 pages comb bound. From Bach to Wagner and from Beethoven to Joplin. Great value.
MBF595: $35.95 224 pages

Hooked on 101 Easy Piano Classics
A fabulous collection of the world’s greatest piano solos arranged for easy piano. Comb bound.
MBF580: $38.95

55 Easy to Play Piano Classics
Easy to intermediate arrangements for all students. Comb bound. Includes; Air on the G String, Moonlight Sonata, Nocturne in Eb and lots more popular classic favourites. Selected and edited by Debra Wanless.
LF044: $29.95 148 pages

101 Songs to Play
101 easy piano arrangements for all early students. Selected and edited by Debra Wanless. A great collection of favourite fun and action songs. Coil bound for easy opening. Includes chord symbols.
LF037: $19.95 100 pages